DISCOVER LUXXU HOME AT MAISON
ET OBJET BETWEEN CRAFT AND DESIGN
A NEW EPOCH UNVEILS AT LUXXU
LUXXU HOME, a new concept where daring designs are created with one eye set in the traditional
craftsmanship and another in contemporary and bold design. Noble materials come to the spotlight and customization blossoms as brand capital. All creations exceed expectations, bringing
together the rare expertise of the craftsmen, that produce excellent quality furniture, and the passion for design.
Emerging from the strongest and most powerful inspirations, a new furniture collection arises!
Lush materials and the best finishes evoke the brand’s mission: bringing boldness and distinctiveness into the design world.

JOIN LUXXU AT MAISON ET OBJET AND DISCOVER THE INSPIRING
FURNITURE COLLECTION! HALL 8 STAND: B104 - C103
WWW.LUXXUHOME.NET | INFO@LUXXUHOME.NET

hApotheosiset/furniture/darian-sideboard.php
APOTHEOSIS – CONSOLE
As a hymn to sophistication and design, a
new family arrives into the furniture brand’s
collection. Its straight lines gain shape in
the form of a glorious console and a daring
TV Cabinet. Both have the strength to
create a notorious presence and embody
the spirit of exclusive design. Made only
with the finest materials, as marble and
brass the new family will revolutionize the
looks of any ambiance.

http://luxxu.net/furniture/littus-dining-table.php
DARIAN – SIDEBOARD
A classic in LUXXU HOME’s collection, the
Darian Sideboard draws inspiration from
the power of the shield. It’s irregular and
bold shape came together with the precise
knowledge of handcraft techniques and an
artful and full of stout personality console
was born, giving every ambiance the
opportunity to thrive.

http://luxxu.net/furniture/noir-stool.php
EMPIRE – MIRROR
Empire mirror found its inspiration in the
extravagant
and
vigorous
LUXXU
MODERN LAMPS’ Empire family. To keep
it up the homonymous pieces standards,
the mirror was is a result of extraordinary
precision and powerful lines. Capable of
transforming any space into a luxurious
haven.

WWW.LUXXUHOME.NET | INFO@LUXXUHOME.NET

http://luxxu.net/products/empire-center-table.php
BEYOND – CENTER TABLE
Beyond Center Table arrives as an impressive display of refined elegance. Thanks to
its sleek lines it’s a luxury presence in any
ambiance bringing an everlasting aesthetic
shared by every element, from the delicate
brass work to the marble surface and
glossy black lacquer finish.

SABOTEUR
http://luxxu.net/products/burj-wall.php
– ARMCHAIR
Inspired by the noir movie scene, the Saboteur armchair is the perfect fusion of
luxury and comfort. This velvet and brass
armchair is available in several finishes and
it has the power to give a sense of uniqueness to any ambiance, easily becoming
your most prized possession.

ABOUT US
LUXXU is the reference brand not only in Luxury Lighting Design, but also in Quality and
Innovation Furniture Design. LUXXU’s world is all about exclusivity and dedication,
gathering the classic and modern design expressed in our high-quality materials.
A design not only to enjoy but also to live for!
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